
CAREER SO FAR:

 

Studied at RDSVS (Edinburgh) - graduated

1988, having always wanted to be a vet

Mixed practice in Driffield, E Yorks for 2 years.

Moved to Scottish Borders and worked in

mixed practice in Biggar and Peebles part time,

also Small Animal / Equine Practice in

Edinburgh (until 1993) and Small Animal

Practice in Penicuik

Temporary Vet Inspector for State Vet Service

in 2001 during FMD outbreak, then continued

part time (while still doing regular practice

locum and OOH work in the mixed and SA

practices)

Joined Scottish Government in 2007 as

Veterinary Advisor

Deputy CVO (2009) and then acting CVO from

2010

Permanent appointment as CVO Scotland 2012

(Outside of work I have 2 sons born in 1993 and

1995, and I did SVQ in childcare and preschool

education.)
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"What I have learned is that it is never

too early to engage with those affected

by change. 

 

Communication is vital, whenever

others will be impacted by your

actions. And communication is about

listening as much (probably more than)

talking or telling."

Add a little bit of body text

DESCRIBE YOUR TYPICAL DAY:

 

There is no such thing as a typical day! I’m definitely

NOT a morning person so get up as late as possible

(realistically ~ 7.30). From there I either head into the

office for policy development or briefing meetings with

Ministers; policy or governance meetings with other

officials, often in the Agri Environmental area

sometimes in wider SG: or be out and about supporting

ministers at events, or speaking myself. 

 

I spend a lot of time out of the office – we have monthly

meetings of the 4 UK CVOs, usually in London;  last week

I was in Orkney talking about BVD control at a farmers

meeting organised by Moredun;  this week I’m at the

Women In Agriculture meeting and supporting the

Minister at a Puppy (cuddling) Photo Event for our

#LookBeyondCute awareness campaign. 

 

After work its back home to make dinner and catch up

with housework. I always try to find a little time just for

me – either a walk, bath, reading a book or crafting – too,

and I try to go to bed between 11 and 11.30pm. If I’m away

from home then I try to meet up with local colleagues, or

read / watch TV, and hopefully have an early night.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN A SENTENCE:

I’m practical, honest and down to earth, and I

like to get things done.

 

HOW WOULD OTHERS DESCRIBE YOU:

Colleagues said: Calm, pragmatic, reliable,

dedicated (so colleagues said)



 

 

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR TOP SUCCESS AND WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THIS?

 

Raising children who have turned into decent young men – despite all of my (parenting) flaws.

 

I’m really pleased with the way we, as a team, have managed to reduce BVD herd incidence in Scotland

from over 40% to less than 10% during my tenure. We have also gained and kept Officially TB Free

status, and I think that we dealt with the AI outbreak in 2017 and the BSE case last year in a non-

sensational and  balanced way. We have also run a number of welfare initiatives on Puppy Breeding

and #BuyAPuppySafely. I chair a group of veterinary leaders in Scotland who meet to discuss and help

resolve some of the problems facing the vet profession in Scotland, and I also created a livestock

welfare group so that official bodies (SG, APHA, FSS, Scottish SPCA, Local Aurthorities, QMS) could

share data and run campaigns to tackle insidious problems, such as transport of lame or heavily

pregnant animals to slaughter.

 

You will note that none of these are just down to me. I work with a great team of people and we

support and help each other. The blame, when things go wrong (as is inevitable sometimes) stops with

me, but with teamwork the likelihood of failure is much reduced.

 

 

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE, SETBACK OR FAILURE AND HOW HAVE YOU

OVERCOME IT? HOW DID YOU GROW OR CHANGE AS A RESULT? 

 

I have dealt with numerous challenges over the years, all of which can be immensely frustrating at the

time.

 

One vivid example was trying to get the ScotMoves system - an online holding register for cattle - up

and running amidst fear and misinformation from industry and others. From my perspective the

benefit was that in a disease outbreak I could more quickly determine the location of cattle on

dispersed holdings and conduct tracings and the intention was to make things easier for farmers by

not requiring written records, but the fear of change and worry about cross compliance penalties

mean that it was badly received. Quiet persistence, listening and refuting concerns and repeated

explanations helped and 6 months after launch many of the most vocal opponents were using it and

happy.

 

What I have learned is that it is never too early to engage with those affected by change.

Communication is vital, whenever others will be impacted by your actions. And communication is

about listening as much (probably more than) talking or telling.

 

 

WHAT COMPROMISES HAVE YOU HAD TO MAKE AND WHAT, IF ANYTHING, COULD HAVE HELPED?

 

Life is full of compromises, but I have always made them having thought through all the options. 

 

Part of me is sad not to be in clinical practice anymore, but I chose to focus on government work which

is more Monday to Friday ( though my phone is permanently switched on for emergencies and press

queries and the like) so that I could take my kids to Pony Club and stand ( freezing) on the rugby

touchline on Saturday mornings. I’m not sure that anything specific would have helped with this – my

husband was supportive and did his share – but I wanted to be a hands on Mum (kids would probably

say control freak) and so I made my choices accordingly. I know I have been lucky, being in a position

to make these choices and I don’t regret any of them.

 

 



WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE GIVEN TO YOUR YOUNGER SELF, THAT YOU WOULD NOW GIVE TO

OTHERS WANTING TO FOLLOW YOUR PATH?

To me: Don’t be so hard on yourself – perfectionism isn’t a virtue and good enough is good enough. 

 

To others: If you have thought it through and still want to do it then go for it. Opportunities missed rarely

come round again – and if you try something different and it doesn’t work out often you can go back to a

more familiar role.

 

To everyone: Remember to do things you love, every day if possible, and look after yourself as well as

others. 

 

I COULDN’T HAVE GOT WHERE I AM TODAY WITHOUT...

My family, friends and colleagues. Not forgetting my cats and horse who listen to me moan without

complaining

 

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP LIKES?

1. Animals – especially my cats and horse

2. People who are kind

3. Spending time outdoors, walking, riding, skiing, diving, gardening or just relaxing

 

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP DISLIKES?

1. People who don’t say what they mean

2. Jargon

3. Early morning starts

 

WHAT IS  THE MOST HELPFUL BOOK YOU’VE READ AND WHY?

I found the book “Daring Leadership” by Brene Brown, which my boss gave me last year, thought provoking

as it made me looking at some of the things I do as a leader though a different lens, and that other people

will do or not do things for very different reasons 

 

OHTER RESOURCES YOU'D RECOMMEND:

I much prefer to learn talking to people rather than doing things on line so I look out for courses of interest

and those recommended by others.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to Sheila for sharing her story to inspire veterinary women to aspire and grow into their full

career potential. 

If you would like to share your story please get in touch at info@veterinarywoman.co.uk

Visit the website for more information and resources at www.veterinarywoman.co.uk

Follow us on Facebook: Veterinary Woman, Twitter: @VeterinaryWoman, LinkedIn: @veterinarywoman


